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Fell’s Pointer Prints
A Parting Exclusive
By Lew Diuguid
With The Fell’s Pointer well into its 19th year, but
with me near the end of my 80th, I have decided to
quit the newsletter editorship that has kept me happily busy in retirement. A staff of three dedicated
women volunteers has kept me afloat all through.
Readers have taken up 2,000 copies monthly in recent years, mostly hand-delivered by 26 volunteer
carriers, also mostly female. Electronic deliveries
have mounted to about 60 in recent years, unbidden. Merchants have paid the printer bills.
My major regret now comes to haunt me-failure to attract a successor. My related regret is
that despite occasional contributions of fine photos
and stories by residents that have livened many
issues (in both senses), I was unable to engage
enough such participation to achieve my goal of a
true community newsletter. Residents are willing to
read about their neighborhood, I conclude, but resistant to writing about it for the newsletter. Among
notable exceptions: Jeffery Footner, Charles and
Darcy Norton, Sandy Swytaj and David Johnson.
Mark Walker has been a stalwart, although he only
works here. Bob Keith, captain of the Half-Shell and
of Bond St., dead six years now, set a standard not
approached since.
The mainstay contributors list starts, though,
with Jacquie Greff of Tonal Vision on Lancaster St.
She has captained the delivery network since 2002,
brought our graphics into the current century and
helped her editor to find his way within it. Her
husband, musician Kraig has teamed with her for
the post-midnight bulk distributions on second
Saturdays. She authored “Fell’s Point” in the Images
of America series in 2005. Jacquie has allowed me
to say that if a new team emerges to carry forth
the newsletter, most likely electronic, she would
consider participating.
Monthly for the last decade, artist Maria Cavacos of Portugal St. has offered sweet and tart
cartoons. The funny ones reflected her sense of
humor; the obscure ones were her best efforts to
accommodate her editor’s often puzzling sugges-

tions. She is a natural reporter, too, and set
out on stories in the company of her dog
Siena—not a pointer but decidedly a Pointer.
Asked if she would be willing to cartoon for
a new editor, should one step forward, her
answer was yes.
Tina Fleming Warren started putting

together Fell’s Pointers for the printer while
living in Belt’s Landing, working as a freelance marketer and raising two young boys
with her husband. They moved to Finksburg
but soon Tina accepted a plea to come back
electronically to the newsletter. The boys are
big now, and Tina has added (Continued)
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a part-time job. When I told her of my impending
move, she messaged, “Lew, when you retire from
the Pointer, I retire!”
The newsletter began in 1997, when Lancaster
St. artist Nancy Conrad and several neighbors
became concerned about an upsurge of street
crime, consulted with the police and came up with
The Fells Point Citizens on Patrol. Its volunteers
patrolled the streets in the evenings, while a few
of them focused on what they titled The Fells Point
Citizens on Patrol Newsletter. The police provided
barely operable radios for the patrollers and an
eccentric computer plus paper for the newsletter.
Its focus was on crime and grime.
Then, as I do believe is still the case, there was
little crime to ferret out nightly. Before long, both
the police and the patrollers were losing focus.
Patrols dwindled then disappeared. Yet the newsletter endured, led by Conrad and Christy and Jim
Wolfe, among several. By 1998 my wife Kay Hogan
and I had retired from jobs in Washington, mine
in 35 years at foreign news for The Washington
Post, and retuned to my hometown. Editor Conrad
recruited me and I tried to broaden the coverage
by writing about what caught my eye as a new arrival. The staff dwindled and when Nancy’s mother
fell ill, Nancy moved to the county to care for her.
Michael Arida became president of FPCOP and the
editorship fell to me—soon under the banner of
The Fell’s Pointer. Michael, after five years of seeking a successor, moved to Locust Point and FPCOP
effectively became the newsletter..
Merchants helped sustain the newsletter from
the start, despite its determination to remain adfree. Contributions from readers were forthcoming
but not sustaining. The support evolved into a
stable arrangement for the last five years whereby
four merchants have shared the monthly printing
bill, now $157. Their sole recompense has been
mention in the Thanks! box here on page 2. I want
to mention in particular the longest running sustainer, One-Eyed Mike’s. Mike Maraziti opened the
tavern in 2003 and became a community leader,
culminating in presidency of Main Street. Throughout, he helped The Fell’s Pointer, occasionally with

hot news, as when he announced for mayor. Now
he has put his tavern on the market. I have no
inside story, but my hope is that he will remain in
the neighborhood, as we certainly will.
One generalization about the relationship
between the neighborhood’s businesses and its
nonprofits: the latter usually are dependent on the
former for contributions—for example purchase of
ads in programs or publications. I have been one
of many victims of merchants who routinely float
their invoices. They agree to buy the ad, see the
text printed but fail to respond to the invoice—
hobbling the nonprofit and causing it to expend
hard-earned volunteer hours on followup invoices.
The practice is rife among operations big and
small, more frequent among nonresidents but not
exclusive to them. So there’s a project for you, Main
Street, a story I failed to pursue.
More than a decade ago, the sustainer of the
newsletter was Crabby Dick’s Crab House, on Broadway just across from the historic Market. He paid our
printing bill at CopyCat, just up the block. Crabby
moved on to the Eastern Shore, CopyCat closed and
no printer here has replaced it. Sadly, the market
remains closed, too, despite a massive project that
was to revive it. Minuteman Press in Canton has
served the Pointer dependably since then.
The Fell’s Pointer rarely lacked for news, this
being a restless community, with or without newsletter. Ten years before the 1997 appearance of the
FPCOP Newsletter, the community witnessed the
demise of a full-blown 4-page monthly broadsheet
monthly newspaper, the Gazette, whose volunteers, including Conrad, for a decade had covered
the evolution that followed the Point’s victory
in fending off replacement by a federal highway
intersection. Its name came from a newspaper on
Bond St. in the early 1800s.
In July 2014, I wrote a profile of the 1977-87
Gazette, depending on ex-staffers including artist/
cartoonist John Beam, who keeps all of its issues
in his house on Lancaster St. He said that after ten
years of monthly editions, the staff that often had
disagreed on issues found consensus that it was time
to close. I have a nearly full file of Pointers and hope
to find them a home in The Preservation Society.
I, too, feel it is time to close and I do so with
fond memories and few regrets—the main one
being that my Pointer won’t be on hand for the
grand reopening of a resurrected Rec Pier early
next year—as the Sagamore Pendry Baltimore.
Is that the right name? No longer my issue. The
pier’s fate has been our recurrent topic all through,
surpassing grime, crime and parking. For now read
it in the Southeast Guide.

When Trades Held Their Own
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Jan Jandasek of Broadway Wines & Spirits files an
attempted break-in report with Officer Kelly Ennis
on May 25, a day after a similar early-AM assault
had resulted in theft of five vodka bottles. That
time, the thief threw a brick through the door,
shattering it—all recorded on a security camera
and setting off an alarm. The alarmed thief had
obscured his face. Jandasek, 75, used shatterproof glass to repair the door. Presumably the
same thief showed up 24 hours later with another
brick, but the door held. The owner came here in
1978, is retiring, and has the shop up for sale.

When I first came to Fell’s Point in 1975 there
were a number of what we would call makers
or craftsman with businesses along the streets.
Two wood shops doing large- scale architectural
work--church doors, two-story windows, cornices,
and cabinets--Millard Hart and Charlie High (Wroncinski) and two furniture makers: Ollie Olsen and
Alan Shapiro. We had Ernie, a sheet metal maker
of gutters and standing seam roofs, there was
Voight’s Stain Glass shop at Bond and Fleet, the
Brass Works on Thames and Peranio’s Fence and
Gate on Aliceanna. That makes eight who hewed
his trade for a living. Do let me know about those
I have missed.
Those who are still at their craft include Ollie
Olsen on Eastern Ave. and Charley High on Fleet
St. The Brass Works is for sale. Today’s retail has sold
us replacement over repair. Some are starting to
believe this is a false economy, that owning shortlived things devoid of character is a losing proposition. Makers are coming back into Baltimore and

Warner of Belt’s Desk dies at 85
James Warner, 85, a Marine
during the Korean War who defended his post on the mail/reception desk at Balt’s Landing Condos
on Fell St. for two decades, died
on May 29 at his home on Wolfe
St. No one can remember his
ever having raised his voice. But
when issues arose, as they will
in a building of 100 condos, he
calmed the accompanying panic
by coming up with solutions. He
knew who to call when the latearriving mail finally showed up.
When things were truly slow you
could corral him into talk about
his beloved Orioles. They would
have benefited from his advice.
Occasionally he would allude to
having been a “gambling man” in
his younger years. No elaboration. He is survived by his widow
Theresa and a son.
Howard County Role in Fell’s Point
The Rev. Jack P.J. Trautwein,
Towne Crier and historian, will
speak on the topic on Saturday,
June 18 at 7PM., in Epiphany
Lutheran Church, 9122 Sybert
Drive, Ellicott City, 21043. Donations to Epiphany are welcome.

thanks!
The all-voluntary Fell’s Pointer
thanks its four sustaining sponsors,
One-Eyed Mike’s Tavern, 708 S.
Bond St., 410.327.0445; Duda’s
Tavern, Thames and Bond Sts.,
410.276.9719; Howie B Properties,
commercial and residential real estate in Fell’s Point and throughout
Baltimore, 410.375.4200; and Jimmy’s Restaurant, 801 S.Broadway,
410.327.3273. 		
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The Fell’s Pointer is published monthly by volunteers
of Fell’s Point Citizens on Patrol, Inc. Questions, input and
participation in patrols and this
newsletter are welcome. E-mail
info@fpcop.com. Online www.
fpcop.com. Write P.O. Box 6137,
Baltimore, MD 21231.

doing business, many as passionate as the old guard, settling only
for their self-respect as craftsmen.
—George Frazier, Dallas Street

